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Abstract—Fairness is one of the fundamental properties for
multiparty computation (MPC) protocols. Although fair MPC
protocols for general functions is shown to be impossible with
a dishonest majority, a variant of fairness called “fairness with
penalty” has been explored recently. A MPC protocol provides
fairness with penalty if either all participants can get the output,
or the dishonest parties who break the protocol after getting
the output will be financially penalized. Fairness with penalty is
enabled by previous works leveraging the emerging distributed
ledger systems (DLS), e.g. Bitcoin and Ethereum. They utilize the
scripting functionality provided by the DLSs to make automatic
penalty practical without relying on any trusted third party.
However, there is also a significant number of DLSs that do
not provide the scripting functionality.
In this paper, we propose the ROSE protocol which enables
fairness with penalty while only requiring the underlying DLS
can verify and broadcast digital signatures on transactions. This
requirement can be fulfilled by almost all DLSs, including the
scriptless DLSs. To the best of our knowledge, it is still unknown
how to realize fairness with penalty on scriptless DLSs before
our work. We also provide a implementation of ROSE. The
experimental results show that applying ROSE only brings little
computation and communication overhead.
Index Terms—Fair MPC protocols, Claim-or-refund Functionality, Distributed Ledger Systems

I. I NTRODUCTION
Fairness is one of the fundamental properties for multiparty
computation (MPC) protocols. Using a MPC protocol, a group
of participants jointly compute a function and generate an
output. The protocol is said to be fair, if either all participants
get the output, or none of them gets it. The property of fairness
is crucial for many applications, such as electronic auctions
and digital goods exchange [26], [15], [16].
Although fair MPC for general functions is shown to
be impossible [21] in the standard model with a dishonest
majority, a variant model called “fairness with penalty” has
been actively explored recently [11], [41], [40], [42], [19],
[37], [1], [18]. Intuitively, fairness with penalty ensures that
either all participants get the output of the protocol, or the
dishonest party who aborts the protocol after learning the
output is financially penalized for its deviation. This model
makes sense because a proper penalty can give the participants
strong incentives to honestly complete the protocol.
Fairness (with penalty) is achieved leveraging the emerging distributed ledger systems (DLS), e.g. Bitcoin [48] and

Ethereum [57]. A new paradigm, called “MPC with distributed ledgers,”[11], [37] is designed to make automatic
penalty practical without relying on any trusted third-party.
In this paradigm, all participants make deposits using digital
currencies before running the MPC protocol. If a dishonest
participant aborts the protocol prematurely, its deposit may be
used to compensate the honest parties.
We notice that, to the best of our knowledge, all existing
fair MPC protocols rely on the scripting functionality provided
by Bitcoin and Ethereum [11], [41], [12], [40], [42], [19],
[37]—in particular, they rely on smart contracts based on the
scripting functionality. However, there is also a significant
number of DLS [49], [47], [52], [58] that do not provide this
functionality. Consequently, the following question naturally
arises:
Is fair MPC possible in DLS that do not provide the
scripting functionality?
In this paper, we answer this question affirmatively by
proposing the Race-Of-Solving-and-Exposing (ROSE) protocol which enables fairness while only requiring that users
of the DLS can transfer digital currencies among accounts
represented by public keys of a digital signature scheme.
Currencies can be transferred from the account pk to another
one with a transaction signed by its corresponding secret key.
Besides, the signatures are broadcasted to all users of the
DLS together with the transactions. In short, we only require
that the DLS can verify and broadcast digital signatures on
transactions.
This requirement can be fulfilled by virtually all DLSs, for
that verifying digital signatures is the most standard way for a
DLS to validate transactions. The transactions and their digital
signatures are recorded on the ledger and broadcasted to all
users.
ROSE brings advantages in the following aspects:
-Compatibility. The most essential advantage brought by
ROSE is to make fair MPC protocols be compatible with the
DLSs which do not provide the scripting functionality. We
investigate the percentage of amount and the market share
of the DLS providing scripting functionality among the top
40 DLSs with the highest market share. The result is shown
in Table I. As can be noted, only about a quarter of DLSs

provide scripting functionality. So that applying ROSE can
greatly improve
TABLE I
S UPPORTS FOR SCRIPTING FUNCTIONALITY.
Top
10
20
30
40

Amount
3
4
7
10

Percentage
33.3%
20.0%
23.3%
25.0%

Market share
29.7%
27.8%
27.9%
28.0%

Besides, although some DLSs provide scripting functionality, complicate scripts are not widely accepted for security
and efficiency concerns[7]. For instance, we collect all the
transactions of blocks with heights in the range from 710,000
to 715,000 in Bitcoin, and find that all the scripts in these
transactions are of less than six lines. The percentage of
scripts for different usage is shown in Table. II. But existing
realization of fair MPC in Bitcoin needs to deploy scripts with
at least tens of lines[11], [41], [40].
TABLE II
P ERCENTAGE OF SCRIPTS FOR DIFFERENT USAGE .
Usage
Data record
Signature Verification
Hash Verification

Percentage
37.18%
23.47 %
39.35 %

On the contrary, ROSE can enable fairness with penalty
while only requiring the verification and broadcast of digital
signatures on transactions. It is compatible with almost every
DLSs.
-Efficiency. Applying ROSE to realize fair MPC protocols also reduces the computation burden on the underlying
DLS. Because running complicate scripts in a DLS needs to
consume much resource. For instance, the scripts in Bitcoin
and Ethereum need to be re-executed by all miners, but
re-execution of a complicate script costs much computation
resource.
ROSE does not need to deploy complicate scripts and the
underlying DLS only needs to verify digital signatures. This
helps to save the computation resource of the underlying DLS.
Although it is inevitably to move some computation tasks to
the protocol participants, but we show that ROSE only brings
little computation overhead to fair MPC participants.
-Privacy. Another exciting advantage brought by ROSE is
the improvement of the privacy protection on the participants
of fair MPC protocols.
To enable fairness with penalty, the participants of a MPC
protocol are required to make deposit with transactions in
DLSs at first. But the privacy protection offered by mainstream
DLSs, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, is very preliminary. The
transaction amount in these DLSs are public and are observable to all users. And some de-anonymization techniques [13],
[30] also arise to find the users behind the anonymous accounts. Thus, to make deposit using these systems may reveal

the amount of deposit and the identities of participants of the
MPC task to all external adversaries.
It should be noticed that the amount of deposit should be
set close to the “value” of the MPC task in order to incentivize
the fairness. For instance, if Alice and Bob hope to exchange
some digital goods worth $100,000, they will set the deposit
close to this price. If the deposit is much lower, one party
can also take great advantage by aborting the exchange after
having the output even though it loses the deposit. Therefore,
disclosing the amount of deposit to external adversaries may
be unacceptable for privacy-concerning participants.
This “deposit privacy” issue can be addressed by making
the deposit using the DLSs adopting privacy-enhancing technologies, e.g. Monero [53], [59], [43] and ZCash [52], [47].
Transactions on the distributed ledger of these confidential
currencies are obfuscated so that the involving parties and
transaction amounts cannot be deciphered by external adversaries. Thus, the amount of deposit and the identities of
involving parties is not observable to external adversaries if
the deposit is made using the confidential DLSs.
Unfortunately, typical confidential currencies, such as Monero and ZCash, do not provide the scripting functionality. And
introducing this functionality to the confidential currencies is
also a challenging task. There has been some trials[14], [39],
[24], but they have not been widely applied. ROSE can help to
solve this dilemma. It is compatible with confidential DLSs,
thus it can be applied to enhance the privacy of fair MPC
protocols. We provide an implementation of ROSE for Monero
in Section V to prove this claim.
A. Solution Overview
In this paper, we propose ROSE which enables fairness with
penalty without relying on the scripting functionality. In the
following, we briefly overview our solution.
Claim-or-refund functionality. In [11], Bentov et al. define
⋆
and a prominent line of
the claim-or-refund functionality FCR
⋆
, along with standard
works [11], [37], [40] proves that FCR
cryptographic primitives, e.g. oblivious transfer (OT), is sufficient to design fair MPC protocols for general functions.
⋆
in FigWe illustrate the claim-or-refund functionality FCR
ure. 1. It is a two-party functionality which accepts deposit
from the “sender” and conditionally transfers the deposit to
the “receiver”.
⋆
FCR
proceeds in three phases. In the deposit phase, the
sender makes a deposit (e.g. a few Bitcoins) while specifying
the condition with a circuit ϕ and the expiring time period
τ . In the claim phase, the receiver can claim the deposit by
sending a valid “witness” w which is accepted by the circuit
⋆
(i.e. ϕ(w) = 1) to FCR
. The witness will be revealed to the
sender and the deposit will be transferred to the receiver by
⋆
FCR
. Otherwise, the refund phase starts after the time period
τ passing, where the deposit is refunded to the sender.
Assumptions and our results. In this paper, we propose
ROSE to realize the claim-or-refund functionality while only
requiring that users of the underlying DLS can transfer digital
currencies among accounts represented by public keys of a

receiver being able to lock the sender’s deposit by aborting in
the deposit phase.
To achieve sub-functionality (1), we have a key observation
that the DLS provides an inherent atomicity between the
validation of a transaction and the broadcast of the signature on
it. The ROSE protocol builds a bridge between the inherent
atomicity of the DLS and the atomicity in the claim phase
leveraging two-party adaptor signatures. This idea is illustrated
in Figure. 2.
⋆ .
Fig. 1. The claim-or-refund functionality FCR

digital signature scheme. Currencies can be transferred from
an account to another one given a transaction with a valid
signature for the sender account. And the signature is broadcasted to all users by the DLS together with the transaction.
In short, the DLS can verify and broadcast digital signatures
on transactions.
This requirement is fulfilled by almost all DLS, for that
verifying signatures is one of the most standard methods to
validate transactions. And the signatures are recorded in the
distributed ledger together with the transaction, so that all users
can apparently see it.
Cryptographic primitives. At the heart of ROSE lies two
cryptographic primitives, two-party adaptor signatures and
verifiable time-lock puzzles.
Given a digital signature scheme, two-party adaptor signatures enable two users, who secretly share the corresponding
secret key of a public key pk, to jointly generate a presignature σ̃ on a message m for an agreed circuit ϕ. Given
a witness w which can be accepted by ϕ (i.e. ϕ(w) = 1),
the pre-signature σ̃ can be adapted into a valid signature σ
for pk on m. Besides, the witness can be extracted from the
knowledge of both σ and σ̃.
And a verifiable time-lock puzzle scheme allows one to
lock a secret s into a puzzle Z, which cannot be solved
before a scheduled time period τ passing. At the same time,
the generator of the puzzle can produce a publicly verifiable
proof π which proves the secret s meets some conditions. For
instance, supposing two users secretly share the corresponding
secret key of a public key for a digital signature scheme, then
one user can lock its share in a puzzle and prove its honest
behavior.
Roadmaps. Then we present the roadmaps of ROSE to
realize the claim-or-refund functionality. We note that from
⋆
a very basic level, the claim-or-refund functionality FCR
provides the two sub-functionalities. It (1) establishes atomicity
between the receiver claiming the deposit and sender knowing
the witness, and (2) allows the sender to refund the deposit
after a scheduled time period. We introduce how ROSE realizes
the two sub-functionalities respectively in the following.
⋆
To ease understanding, we assme that the sender of FCR
has
stored some deposit in an account pk, and the corresponding
secret key sk is secretly shared between the sender and the
receiver. But we note that the deposit should be made after
all preparations in the deposit phase being done, to avoid the

Fig. 2. Design for the claim phase of ROSE.

In the deposit phase, the sender and receiver jointly generate
a pre-signature σ̃ on a transaction which transfers the deposit
from the deposit account pk to the receiver for the desired
⋆
circuit ϕ in FCR
. Then in the claim phase, if the receiver
wants to claim the deposit, it adapts σ̃ into a valid signature
σ with the witness w, and publishes the transaction with σ
on the distributed ledger, then the deposit will be transferred
to the receiver. Meanwhile, the signature is broadcasted to the
sender, so the sender can extract the witness w with σ and σ̃.
To achieve sub-functionality (2) which allows the sender
to refund the deposit after a scheduled time period τ , ROSE
leverages another cryptographic primitive, the verifiable timelock puzzles. In the deposit phase, the receiver locks its share
of the secret key sk in a time-lock puzzle Z and produces
a proof π, and sends them to the sender. Once the sender
solving the puzzle, it can recover the full secret key with both
shares and refund the deposit with it. This allows the sender
to refund the deposit after a scheduled time period. The public
verifiability of the proof ensures that the receiver cannot cheat,
so that the sender can feel relieved to make the deposit.
Essentially, ROSE establishes a race between the sender
solving the puzzle and the receiver exposing its witness, and
the winner takes the deposit.
B. Our Contributions
The most essential contribution of our work is to first show
that fairness with penalty can be realized without requiring any
scripting functionality. Furthermore, concrete contributions of
our work are summarized as follows.
Generalized construction. We realize the claim-or-refund
⋆
functionality FCR
with ROSE, which is compatible with
almost all DLSs. A prominent line of works demonstrates

wide applications of this functionality[11], [61], [41], [45],
[40]. Our scriptless realization greatly extends the application
scenarios of this functionality.
Novel cryptographic primitives. Our design for the ROSE
protocol leverages the recent advances in adaptor signatures
and time-release cryptography[4], [27], [54], [44]. We introduce and formulate the notion of verifiable time-lock puzzles.
The primitives are of independent interest and we believe that
they can be widely used in many other scenarios.
Efficient implementation. Besides the above theoretical
contributions, we provide an efficient implementation of ROSE
for Monero, and the experimental results show that applying
ROSE only brings little computation and communication overhead to fair MPC protocols. We choose Monero for that it is a
well-known confidential DLS, so that realizing fair MPC on it
can enhance privacy protection on the deposit amount and the
participants, but Monero provides no scripting functionality.
This shows the advantage of ROSE.

Currently, most DLSs are realized with the blockchain
technology[62], [17]. The typical structure of blockchainbased DLSs is illustrated in Figure. 3. A group of users,
namely the miners, determines which transactions should be
included in the next block, i.e. be recorded in the public ledger.
A transaction will be recorded to the public only if more than
half of the miners agree, so the users can be assured that the
transactions in the ledger are all valid and irreversible if they
believe that majority of the miners are honest[36], [32], [31],
[38].

C. Paper Organization

Fig. 4. An example of a Bitcoin script. It declares that some bitcoins can
be spent only with a transaction the signature on which can be verified by a
public key whose hash equals to pubKeyHash.

This rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce backgrounds about the distributed ledger systems
and the scripting functionality. Then we present the preliminaries for our work in Section III. The construction for ROSE
is present in Section IV. We also provide theoretical analysis
on the security of ROSE in this section. Our implementation
of ROSE for Monero is shown in Section V. In Section VI, we
discuss some related works. Finally, we conclude this paper
in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUNDS
A. Distributed Ledger Systems
Distributed ledger systems, like Bitcoin and Ethereum,
allow a group of users to replicate a common ledger, which
records all existing transactions among the users. And the consistency of ledgers across all users is ensured by a consensus
protocol[46].
One basic function of DLS is to enable users to transfer
digital currencies among accounts. Mostly, the accounts are
represented by a public key for a digital signature scheme.
And the digital currencies can be transferred from the sender
account to the receiver account only with a valid signature for
the public key which represents the sender account.

Fig. 3. Blockchain-based DLSs.

B. Scripting Functionality
Besides the transference of digital currencies, some DLSs
also provide scripting functionality, which enables users to
control the transference of digital currencies automatically
with some codes.

The scripting functionality extends the power of DLSs, but
the application of it in blockchain-based DLSs mainly brings
two shortcomings. The first is the re-execution of scripts. As
we state before, the validation of transactions in blockchainbased DLSs are verified by the miners, so while scripts are
involved, the miners need to execute them to evaluate their
results. Moreover, a script will be re-executed by at least
half of the miners to verify the correctness of its result. So,
complicate scripts will cost much more resource than simple
ones for the re-execution.
Another main shortcoming is that there is currently no
effective way to guarantee the security of scripts due to the
very limited programming tools[63], [8]. But the irreversibility
of the transactions on blockchain-based DLSs makes it difficult
to fix bugs in the scripts after being deployed.
The shortcomings limit the use of complicate scripts in
most DLSs. For instance, only some standard scripts, like hash
verification and signature verification, are allowed in Bitcoin.
C. Confidential Distributed Ledger Systems
Primary blockchain-based DLSs, like Bitcoin and Ethereum,
suffers inherent privacy issues for the publicity of the transactions. For instance, all the transactions are plainly recorded on
the ledger of Bitcoin, so the flow of digital currencies from
one account to another is observable to all users. There are
many works pointing out that with some heuristic, although
the users are hidden behind the anonymous accounts, the
accounts can be deanonymized[30], [13]. Thus, the privacy
protection provided by these DLS is very limited from current
perspective.
To address above privacy issues, some confidential DLSs are
devised, such as Monero[53], [59], [43] and Zcash[47], [52].
The transactions on these confidential DLSs are obfuscated,

so that the outer users of a transaction cannot observe the participants and the amount of transferred coins of a transaction.
For example, Monero leverages the ring signatures to enhance
the privacy protection. In any transaction, the actual sender
is hidden in a group of randomly chosen users. This design
achieves k-anonymity for the real identity of the sender.
III. P RELIMINARIES
We first introduce the notations we use in this paper. In the
following of this paper, we use [n] to denote the set of positive
$
integers {1, 2, ..., n}. The notation x ←
− X means the variable
x is uniformly sampled from the set X .
For any probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm A,
A(x; r) denotes the output of A running on the input x and
randomness r and A(x) denotes the output of A running on
x with uniform randomness r.
A. Adaptor Signatures
Adaptor signature is a novel primitive with important applications in DLSs. It is first formulated in [4], and then followed
by many interesting and valuable works[28], [6], [27].
A digital signature scheme Π enables one to produce a
publicly verifiable digital signature on a message. It is defined
by specifying three PPT algorithms (G, S, V):
λ
• (pk, sk) ← G(1 ): takes a security parameter as the input
and outputs a pair of keys the public key pk and the secret
key sk.
• σ ← Ssk (m): produces a signature σ on the message m.
• b ← Vpk (m, σ): verifies the signature. If the signature is
valid, it outputs b = 1. Otherwise, it outputs b = 0.
By specifying a digital signature scheme Π and circuit
classes Cλ for λ ∈ N, an adaptor signature scheme ASΠ,C
provides four additional algorithms pS, pV, A and E:
• σ̃ ← pSsk (m, ϕ) : The pre-signing algorithm pS takes a
secret key sk, a message m ∈ Mλ and a circuit ϕ ∈ Cλ
as the inputs, and outputs the pre-signature σ̃.
• b ← pVpk (m, σ̃, ϕ) : The pre-verification algorithm pV
takes a public key pk, a message m, a pre-signature σ̃ and
a circuit ϕ as the inputs, then outputs the result b ∈ {0, 1}.
• σ ← A(σ̃, w) : Given a pre-signature σ̃ and a witness w,
the adaptor algorithm A adapts σ̃ into a signature σ.
• w/ ⊥← E(σ, σ̃, ϕ) : The extractor algorithm E extracts
the witness w from a signature σ and a pre-signature σ̃.
If the extraction fails, it outputs ⊥.
An adaptor signature scheme enables the secret key owner
to produce a pre-signature σ̃ on a message m for a circuit
ϕ ∈ Cλ using the pre-signing algorithm pS. The pre-signature
σ̃ can be adapted into a signature σ by invoking the adaptor
algorithm A. If w is accepted by the circuit (i.e. ϕ(w) = 1),
σ should be a valid signature on m. And the witness w can
be extracted given σ̃ and σ with the extractor algorithm E.
We note that we only consider nontrivial circuit classes in
adaptor signatures, which means that given a circuit ϕ ∈ Cλ ,
any PPT adversary A cannot find a witness w accepted by it
with overwhelming probability.

The security of an adaptor signature scheme ASΠ,C is
defined from three aspects.
The adaptive existential unforgeability under chosen message attack for adaptor signatures (aEUF-CMA) requires that
given a circuit ϕ ∈ C and the oracle to query Ssk (m) and
pSsk (m, ϕ) on chosen messages m, any PPT adversary A
cannot forge a valid signature σ ∗ for a new message m∗ even
if it is given pSsk (m∗ , ϕ)
The adaptability requires that if pVpk (m, σ̃, ϕ) = 1 for a
given pre-signature σ̃, it can be adapted into a signature σ
with a correct witness w.
The extractability requires that any PPT adversary cannot
produce a valid signature σ from an adaptor signature σ̃ ←
pSsk (m, ϕ) while ϕ(E(σ, σ̃, ϕ)) = 0.
B. Homomorphic Time-Lock Puzzles
The time-lock puzzles (TLP) allow one to encrypt a message
for the future. Specifying a hardness parameter τ , time-lock
puzzles enable one to lock a secret s into a puzzle Z which
can be solved to recover s only after τ time of sequential
computation.
Malavolta et al. propose a homomorphic time-lock puzzle in
[44] based on the assumption of sequential squaring modulo a
strong RSA integer. A time-lock puzzle scheme TLP is defined
by specifying a secret space S and three algorithms defined
as follows:
λ
• pp ← P(1 , τ ): is a PPT algorithm which takes the
security parameter λ and a hardness parameter τ as
inputs, and outputs public parameters pp.
• Z ← L(pp, s): is a PPT algorithm that takes the secret s
as the input and outputs a puzzle Z.
• s := U(pp, Z): is a deterministic algorithm that solves
the puzzle Z to recover the secret s.
The correctness of a time-lock puzzle scheme essentially
requires that an secret s can be correctly recovered by the
solver algorithm U after τ times of sequential computations.
The security requires that any adversary of polynomial parallelism cannot solve the puzzle before τ times of sequential
computations.
Additionally, the linear homomorphism of a time-lock
puzzle scheme enables one to evaluate a new puzzle for
the linear combination of the secrets locked in the puzzles
without solving the puzzles. Supposing the secret space S
and randomness space R of a time lock scheme form two
groups, then linear homomorphism provides a plus operation
on puzzles and requires that
∀r1 , r2 ∈ R, ∀s1 , s2 ∈ S, ∀pp ← P(1λ ),
Z1 := L(pp, s1 ; r1 ), Z2 := L(pp, s2 ; r2 )
⇒Z1 + Z2 = L(pp, s1 + s2 ; r1 + r2 ).
The implementation for a linearly homomorphic time-lock
puzzle scheme is given by G. Malavolta et al. in [44].
C. Ideal Functionalities
To complete our work, we provide the formal description
⋆
for the claim-or-refund functionality FCR
[11] in Figure. 5.

⋆
The claim-or-refund functionality FCR
for the circuit
class C running with parties Ps and Pr and the security
parameter 1λ proceeds as follows:
1) Deposit Phase. Upon receiving a deposit message
(deposit, sid, s, r, ϕ, τ, x) and x coins from Ps , it
records the message (deposit, sid, s, r, ϕ, τ, x) and
sends it to both parties. Ignore any future deposit
messages with the same sid from Ps to Pr .
2) Claim Phase. Upon receiving a claim message
(claim, sid, s, r, ϕ, τ, x, w), it checks (1) if a
deposit message (deposit, sid, s, r, ϕ, τ, x) was
recorded and (2) if ϕ(w) = 1. If so, it sends
(claim, sid, s, r, ϕ, τ, x, w) and x coins to Pr ,
sends the witness w to Ps and deletes the message
(deposit, sid, s, r, ϕ, τ, x).
3) Refund Phase. Upon time period τ passing, if the record (deposit, sid, s, r, ϕ, τ, x) was
not deleted, it sends (refund, sid, s, r, ϕ, τ, x)
and x coins to Ps , and deletes the message
(deposit, sid, s, r, ϕ, τ, x).

Given a digital signature scheme Π, FL⋆ running with
parties Ps , Pr , and the security parameter 1λ proceeds
as follows:
• Upon receiving a pay message (pay, s, pk, x) and
x coins from Ps , it sends a message (pay, pk, x)
to both parties and record a message (pk, x).
• Upon receiving a take message (take, b, pk, x, σ)
from any party Pb , it verifies
(1) if (pk, x) is still recorded, and
(2) if Π.Vpk (m, σ) = 1 where m = (take, r, pk, x).
If so, it transfers x coins to the party Pb , broadcasts
the message (take, b, pk, x, σ) to both parties and
deletes the record (pk, x).
⋆
Fig. 6. The Ledger Functionality FL

a secret space family {Sλ }λ∈N , circuit classes Cλ and four
algorithms:
•

⋆ [11].
Fig. 5. The Ideal Claim-or-Refund Functionality FCR

•
⋆
interacts with two parties, the sender Ps and the
FCR
receiver Pr , and proceeds in three phases. In the deposit phase,
the sender specifies a circuit ϕ, a time period τ and the amount
of deposit x. Then it comes to the claim phase. The receiver
can claim the deposit by presenting a witness w which is
accepted by ϕ. Otherwise, it is the refund phase while the
time period τ passing. where the coins will be refunded to the
receiver R.
As stated before, we only require that users of DLS can
transfer digital currencies among accounts. The accounts are
represented by public keys of a digital signature scheme Π,
and currencies can be transferred from the sender account pkS
to the receiver account pkR only if the transaction is signed by
the corresponding secret key of pkS . To formalize and abstract
the exact property we require from the underlying DLS, we
define the “ledger functionality” FL in Figure. 6. It enables
one user, namely the sender, to pay some currencies (i.e. x
coins) to an account pk and any one can take the coins by
presenting a transaction with a signature for pk.

IV. T HE ROSE P ROTOCOL
In this section, we propose our construction for the ROSE
protocol, which securely realizes the claim-or-refund function⋆
ality FCR
on a DLS.
A. Building Blocks
The ROSE protocol mainly leverages two cryptographic
tools, the verifiable time-lock puzzles and two-party adaptor
signatures. We first introduce the two notions in this section.
1) Verifiable Time-lock Puzzles: A VTLP scheme enables
the generator of a time-lock puzzle to prove that the secret
locked in the puzzle meets some requirement, which is specified by a circuit. A VTLP scheme is defined by specifying

•

•

pp ← P(1λ , τ ): is a PPT algorithm which takes the
security parameter λ and a hardness parameter τ as
inputs, and outputs public parameters pp.
(Z, π) ← L(pp, ϕ, s): is a PPT algorithm that takes a
circuit ϕ ∈ C and a secret s ∈ Sλ with ϕ(s) = 1 as the
inputs, then outputs a puzzle Z and a proof π.
b ← V(pp, Z, ϕ, π): is a PPT algorithm that takes a puzzle
Z, a circuit ϕ ∈ C and a proof π as the inputs, and outputs
a bit b ∈ {0, 1}. If this algorithm accepts the proof, it
outputs b = 1, and output b = 0 otherwise.
s := U(pp, Z): is a deterministic algorithm that solves
the puzzle Z to recover the secret s.

In addition to the puzzle, the generator algorithm L also
outputs a proof π. An verifier algorithm V is also provided to
verify the proof.
The correctness of a VTLP scheme is defined in Definition
1, which essentially tells that if the puzzle Z and the proof π
which is correctly generated by the L given a circuit ϕ ∈ C
and a secret s ∈ Sλ with ϕ(s) = 1, then (1) the puzzle can
be solved by the algorithm U to obtain the secret s in a given
time period; (2) the algorithm V accepts the corresponding
proof π.
Definition 1 (Correctness). A VTLP scheme is correct if
∀τ ∈ N, ∀ϕ ∈ C, and ∀s ∈ S with ϕ(s) = 1, the following
conditions are satisfied:
•

•

The probability ensemble indexed by λ ∈ N


V(pp, Z, Y, π) = 1
pp ← P(1λ , τ )
Pr
∧U(pp, Z) = s
(Z, π) ← L(pp, s, ϕ)
is overwhelming.
For the above Z, the running time of U(pp, Z) are
bounded by p(λ, τ ) for a fixed polynomial p.

The security of a VTLP scheme mainly involves two
aspects. The indistinguishability essentially tells that for any
algorithm with polynomial parallelism cannot distinguish two

puzzles containing different secrets before τ times of sequential computation, where τ is the hardness parameter.
Definition 2 (Indistinguishability). A VTLP scheme meets the
indistinguishability with gap 0 < ϵ < 1 if ∃Te ∈ N∞ [X],
such that ∀T ∈ N∞ [X] with T ≥ Te and every polynomialsize adversary family (A1 , A2 ) = {(A1 , A2 )λ }λ∈N where the
depth of A2 is bounded from above by T ϵ (λ), the probability
ensemble indexed by λ


pp ← P(1λ , T (λ))

(z, ϕ, s0 , s1 ) ← A1 (1λ , pp) 
 ′
 1
$
≈
Pr 
b←
− {0, 1}
 b =b
 2


(Z, π) ← L(pp, ϕ, sb )
′
λ
b ← A2 (1 , pp, z, Z, π)
and (s0 , s1 ) ∈ Sλ2 with ϕ(s1 ) = ϕ(s2 ) = 1.
The verifiability of a VTLP scheme is presented in Definition 3, which requires that PPT adversary A cannot produce
a puzzle Z which can pass the verification while locking a
incorrect puzzle.
Definition 3 (Verifiability). A VTLP scheme is verifiable if
∀τ ∈ N for any PPT adversary A, the probability ensemble


V(pp, Z, ϕ, π) = 1
pp ← P(1λ , τ )
Pr
∧ϕ(U(pp, Z)) = 0 (ϕ, Z, π) ← A(1λ , pp)
which is indexed by λ is negligible.
Definition 4 (Security). An VTLP scheme VP is secure if it
meets the indistinguishability in Definition 2 and the verifiability in Definition 3.
2) Two-party Adaptor Signatures: Given an adaptor signature scheme ASΠ,C , two-party adaptor signatures (TPAS) introduce a two-party protocol ΘASΠ,C .pS which securely realizes
the twp-party pre-signature functionality F2pS in Figure. 7.
For a specific adaptor signature scheme ASΠ,C .pS,
two-party pre-signature functionality F2pS running with
parties P0 , P1 , the security parameter 1λ proceeds as
follows:
1) Setup: It generates a secret key for Π by invoking
sk ← Π.G(1λ ), and shares sk as sk0 and sk1 with
a secret sharing algorithm. Then it sends ski to Pi
for i = 0, 1 respectively.
2) Pre-signing: Upon receiving (sk0 , m0 , ϕ0 ) from
P0 and (sk1 , m1 , ϕ1 ) from party P1 , it sends
reject to both parties if m0 ̸= m1 or ϕ0 ̸= ϕ1 .
Otherwise, it recovers sk from sk0 and sk1 , and
evaluates σ̃ ← ASΠ,C .pSsk (m, ϕ). Then it sends
σ̃ to both P0 and P1 .
Fig. 7. The two-party pre-signature functionality F2pS .

B. The ROSE Protocol
Let Π be the digital signature scheme used by the ledger
⋆
functionality FL . To realize FCR
for the circuit class C, ROSE

requires the above two cryptographic tools for specific circuit
classes:
• A VTLP scheme VP for the circuit class E = {ελ,pk },
where ελ,pk (sk) = 1 if and only if is a pair of valid public/secret keys generated by Π.G(1λ ). In the following,
the circuit ελ,pk is represented by pk for short.
• A TPAS scheme AS for the digital signature scheme Π
and the circuit class C.
The ROSE protocol is shown in Figure. 8. Similarly to the
claim-or-refund functionality, ROSE also proceeds in three
phases, the deposit phase, the claim phase and the refund
phase. We suppose that the input for the sender is the required
circuit ϕ that sepcifies the requirement of the witness for which
the sender aims to exchange with the deposit, and the input
for the receiver is the corresponding witness w, which meets
ϕ(w) = 1.
In the deposit phase, the sender and the receiver first jointly
generate a key pair (pk, sk) and secretly shares the secret
key sk. We note that this step is completed reversely in our
description by first letting the sender and receiver respectively
generate two key pairs (pkS , skS ) and (pkR , skR ). Then they
aggregate the public keys pkS and pkR to produce a new
public key pk and their secret keys serve as shares of the
corresponding secret key sk for pk. Sharing the secret key in
this way can reduce the communication cost in this step, and
this property can be provided by almost all digital signature
schemes.
After this step, the sender locks its share skR of the secret
with the VTLP scheme and send the puzzle Z together with
a proof π, which proves its honest behavior.
Then, the two parties invoke the ΘASΠ,C protocol to produce
a pre-signature σ̃ on a transaction which transfers the deposit
from the account pk to the receiver for the specific circuit ϕ.
After all the preparations being done, the sender transfers the
deposit to the account pk.
In the claim phase, the receiver can adapt the pre-signature
σ̃ into a valid signature σ with the witness w if it wants to
claim the deposit. Then, the deposit will be transferred to the
receiver and the signature will be broadcasted to the sender
by the DLS. So it can extract the witness w from σ̃ and σ.
Otherwise, if the receiver do not claim the deposit until the
sender solves the puzzle Z, the sender can recover the full
secret key with the two shares and takes the deposit back with
the full secret key.
C. Theoretical Analysis
Theorem 1. Let Π be the digital signature scheme used by
the ledger functionality FL⋆ . Assuming the correctness and
security of the VTLP scheme VP, and the adaptor signature
scheme ASΠ,R and the ΘASΠ,C .pS protocol, the ROSE protocol
⋆
securely realizes the claim-or-refund functionality FCR
in the
FL -hybrid model.
Proof Sketch. To prove this theorem, we first model the invocation of the two cryptographic primitives as two special
ideal functionalities and rewrite ROSE in the hybrid model

The ROSE Protocol
Sender(ϕ)

Receiver(w)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Deposit Phase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

:

(pkS , skS ) ← Π.G(1λ )

2

:

Abort if VP.V(pp, Z, pkR , π) ̸= 1.

3

:

Abort if ASΠ,R .pVpk (Tx, σ̃, ϕ) ̸= 1.

4

:

Send (pay, s, pk, coins(x)) to FL .

pk ← Π.KAg(pkS , pkR )
Z, π

(pkR , skR ) ← Π.G(1λ )
(Z, π) ← VP.G(pp, pkR , skR )

Tx=(take, Receiver, pk, x)
AS

.pS

σ̃ ← Θ⟨skΠ,C
(Tx, ϕ)
S ,skR ⟩

Abort if ASΠ,R .pVpk (Tx, σ̃, ϕ) ̸= 1.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claim Phase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5

:

Upon receiving (take, pk, σ) from FL⋆ ,
extract w := ASΠ,R .E(σ, σ̃, ϕ).

σ ← ASΠ,R .A(σ̃, w)
Send (take, Receiver, pk, x, σ) to FL⋆ .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Refund Phase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6

:

skR := VP.S(pp, Z)
Tx′ = (take, Sender, pk, x)
sk ← Π.SKA(skS , skR )
σ ′ ← Π.Ssk (Tx′ )
Send (take, Sender, pk, x, σ ′ ) to FL⋆ .

Fig. 8. The ROSE protocol.

with acccess to the two ideal functionalities and the ledger
functionality FL . Then we construct an ideal simulator S in
the ideal model with access to the claim-or-refund functional⋆
, which simulates the behavior of the adversary A in
ity FCR
the hybrid model interacting with ROSE, and prove that any
PPT environment Z cannot distinguish whether it is interacting
with the ideal simulator in the ideal model or it is interacting
with the adversary in the hybrid model.
We model verifiable time-lock puzzles as a two-party functionality FVP . It is parameterized with the security parameter
1λ and the hardness paramter τ . Uponing receiving a public
key pkR from the sender of ROSE and a secret key skR from
the receiver, it sends reject to the sender of ROSE if skR is
not the corresponding secret key of pkR . Otherwise, it sends
accept to the sender immediately and sends skR to the sender
after the time period τ passing.
From the security and correctness requirements for the
VTLP scheme, we claim that the invocation of VP in ROSE
(i.e. the lines 2 and 6 in Figure. 8) securely realizes FVP .
We note that the invocation of the ΘASΠ,C .pS protocol in
ROSE (i.e. the line 3 in Figure. 8) is modeled by the two-party
pre-signature functionality F2pS in Figure. 7. And by definition
we can claim that the invocation of ΘASΠ,C .pS securely realizes
F2pS .

Now, we can rewrite ROSE in the (FVP , FAS , FL )-hybrid
model.
In the deposit phase, (1) the sender and the receiver first
respectively generate (pkS , skS ) and (pkR , skR ) by invoking
Π.G(1λ ), and exchange their public keys and aggregate them
to obtain pk. Then (2) the sender sends pkR to FVP and the
receiver sends skR to FVP . Now the sender will receive reject
or accept from FVP . If it receives reject, it aborts. Otherwise,
it proceeds to the next step.
In the next step, (3) the sender sends (skS , Tx, ϕ) to F2pS
and the receiver sends (skR , Tx, ϕ) to F2pS , where Tx is a
transaction which transfer the deposit from the account pk to
the receiver. Either of them abors if it receives reject from
F2pS . If neither of the parties aborts until now, the sender
makes the deposit by sending the pay message to FL .
In the claim phase, (4) the two parties proceeds as the claim
phase in Figure. 8.
In the refund phase, (5) upon receiving skR from FVP , the
sender recovers the full secret key and takes the deposit back
by sending a take message to FL and signing it with the full
secret key.
Then we describes the ideal simulator S in the ideal
model with access to the claim-or-refund functionality, which
simulates the behavior of the adversary A interacting with the

above ROSE in the (FVP , FAS , FL )-hybrid model. We consider
two cases, where the adversary A corrupts the sender or the
adversary A corrupts the receiver.
A corrupts the sender. If S receives any input from the
environment Z, it passes the input to the adversary. Then S
generates a pair of keys (pkR , skR ) and exchanges pkR with
the adversary to obtain pkS from A (step 1). Then S invokes
VP.G(pp, pkR , skR ) to generate the puzzle Z and the proof
π, and sends (Z, π) to the adversary (step 2).
If adversary does not abort and outputs a message
(skS , Tx, ϕ) in the next step, S recovers sk from skS and
skR , and then invokes ASΠ,C .pSsk (Tx, ϕ) to obtain the presignature σ̃ and sends σ̃ to A (step 3).
Now, if the adversary does not abort and outputs the take
message which stores the deposit in the account pk together
with x coins, S sends the deposit message with the x coins to
⋆
⋆
FCR
. Then if S receives the witness w from FCR
, it adapts
the pre-signature σ̃ into a full signature σ with w and sends
σ to A (step 4).
Otherwise, if the time period τ passes, S will receives x
⋆
. Then if A outputs the take message with a
coins from FCR
correct signature, S transfers x coins to A.
A corrupts the receiver. If S receives any input from the
environment Z, it passes the input to the adversary A. Then S
generates a pair of keys (pkS , skS ) and exchanges pkS with
the adversary to obtain pkR from A (step 1).
Then if A outputs (Z, π), S invokes VP.V(pp, Z, pkR , π)
to verify the proof, and if verification rejects, S records A
cheating (step 2).
Next, if A outputs a message (skR , Tx, ϕ), S recovers sk
from skS and skR , and then invokes ASΠ,C .pSsk (Tx, ϕ) to
obtain the pre-signature σ̃ and sends σ̃ to A (step 3).
Now, the deposit phase ends, and S receives the deposit
⋆
. Now if ϕ∗ ̸=
message (deposit, sid, s, r, ϕ∗ , τ, x) from FCR
ϕ, S records A cheating.
In the claim phase, if A outputs a witness w with ϕ∗ (w) ̸=
⋆
1, S records A cheating. If A never cheats, S sends w to FCR
⋆
and receives x coins from FCR . Then it transfers the coins to
adv. Otherwise, it does nothing and wait for the refund phase.
We claim that any PPT environment Z cannot distinguish
whether it is interacting with the above simulator S in the
ideal model or it is interacting with the adversary A in the
hybrid model.

Together with the main theorem in [11], we have Theorem
2.
Theorem 2. Let Π be the digital signature scheme used by the
ledger functionality FL⋆ . Assuming the correctness and security
of the VTLP scheme VP, and the adaptor signature scheme
ASΠ,R and the ΘASΠ,C .pS protocol, then for every n-party
function f , there exists a protocol which securely computes
f and provides fairness with penalty in the (FOT , FL )-hybrid
model.

V. I MPLEMENTATION OF ROSE FOR M ONERO
In the previous section, we present the general construction
of the ROSE protocol to realize the claim-or-refund functional⋆
ity FCR
. In this section, we take Monero, a typical confidential
DLS, as an example to show how to efficiently implement the
ROSE protocol in a real-world DLS.
Specifically, we realize the claim-or-refund functionality
⋆
FCR
for the circuit class C = {ϕp,g,y }p∈P,g,y∈Z∗p , where P
is the set of prime numbers and ϕp,g,y (x) = 1 ⇔ g x ≡ y
mod p. This is sufficient to enable fairness with penalty.
A. Realization of The Ledger Functionality
Monero is a typical confidential DLS. It leverages the
linkable ring signatures to enhance the confidentiality of
transactions on the ledger.
The linkable ring signature scheme MLSAG used in Monero
is present in Figure. 9.Here the group generation algorithm G
outputs a group G for which the DDH assumption holds, an
generator g of G and the order q of G on the input of security
parameter 1λ , and that the two hash functions H : {0, 1}∗ →
G and h : {0, 1}∗ → Zq are collision resistent. The parameter
generation algorithm P invokes G to produce public parameters
pp = (G, g, q). The key generation algorithm G uniformly
samples x ∈ Zq as the secret key and evaluates y = g x as the
public key pk. On inputting n public keys (yi )i∈[n] and the
corresponding secret key x for one of the public keys, namely
yπ = g x for some π ∈ [n], the signing algorithm S produces
a signature σ for the given message m.
The ledger functionality FL can be realized in Monero
by publishing transactions. The pay message can be realized
by transferring the deposit from the sender to an account
represented by a public key pk. And similarly, the take
message can be realized by publishing a transaction signed by
the corresponding secret key sk, which transfers the deposit
to the receiver.
We note that the account pk is just a temporary account, and
is not controlled by any party, so the transaction for the take
message can be signed with the ring size being only one, and
reveals no information. Because the Monero ledger is public
to all users, so the take message will be transformed to the
sender too.
⋆
To realize the claim-or-refund functionality FCR
for the
circuit class C = {ϕp,g,y }p∈P,g,y∈Z∗p with the ROSE protocol
based on Monero, we further have to construct a VTLP scheme
for the circuit class E = {εg,Y }, in which εg,Y (x) = 1 ⇔
g x = Y . We also need a adaptor signature scheme AS for
the circuit class C and a two party protocol ΘASΠ,C .pS which
UC-securely realizes the functionality FpS defined in Figure.
7. We provide the constructions in the following part of this
section.
B. Construction for Verifiable Time-Lock Puzzles
We construct a VTLP scheme VP for the circuit class E =
{εG,g,y } in this part, where εG,g,y (x) = 1 ⇔ g x = y and the
order of G is q.

P(1λ ) :
: (G, g, q) ← G(1λ );
2 : return pp = (G, g, q).
1

: sk ← Zq , pk := g sk ;
3 : return (pk, sk).

Spp,π,sk ((pki )i∈[n] , m) :

2

r̃ ←
− Zq
x̃ ←
− Spp

: parse pp = (G, g, q);

2

1

V erif ier(Z, Y ) :

$

$

G(pp) :
1

P rover(x, r) :

: parse pp = (G, g, q);
sk

: I = H(pkπ ) ;

Ye := g x̃
e := L(pp, x̃; r̃)
Z
$

c←
− {0, 1}t
cx := x̃ + c · x
cr := r̃ + c · r
Accept if g cx = Ye · Y c
e + cZ = L(pp, cx ; cr ).
∧Z

$

: α←
− Zq , Pπ = g α , Qπ = H(pkπ )α ;
4 : for i = π + 1, π + 2, ..., n, 1, ..., π − 1 :
5:
ci = h(m, Pi−1 , Qi−1 );

3

$

− Zq ;
:
si ←
7:
Pi = g si · yici ;
8:
Qi = H(pki )si · I ci ;
9 : sπ = α − cπ · sk;
10 : return σ = (I, c1 , (si )i∈[n] ).
6

Vpp,(pki )i∈[n] (m, σ) :
: parse pp = (G, g, q), σ = (I, c1 , (si )i∈[n] );
2 : for i = 1, 2, ..., n :
3:
Pi = g si · pkici ;
4:
Qi = H(pki )si · I ci ;
5:
ci+1 = h(m, Pi , Qi );
6 : return (cn+1 == c1 ).

1

Fig. 9. MLSAG in Monero[50]

Our construction is mainly inspired by the homomorphic
time lock puzzles in [44]. From a very basic level, our
construction produces a non-interactive zero-knowledge (ZK)
proof π for the prover, who generates the time-lock puzzle Z,
to prove that the secret x locked in the puzzle meets g x = y
for a given y ∈ G.
We achieve this objective by first providing a public-coin
ZK proof protocol ΠLDL
for the language
G
x
LDL
G = {(Z, Y ) : ∃x, r, s.t.Z = HP.G(pp, x; r) ∧ Y = g },

where HP is a homomorphic time-lock puzzle scheme.
We have Theorem 3 for the security of the protocol ΠLDL
.
G
Theorem 3. Supposing the time-lock puzzle scheme HP is correct and secure, and discrete logarithm is hard for the group
G, the protocol ΠLDL
meets completeness and extractability
G
requirement. And it is zero-knowledge if the running time of
the verifier is bounded by τ , where τ is the hardness parameter
to generate the public parameter pp.
Proof Sketch. We discuss about the three requirements respectively.

Fig. 10. The ZK proof protocol ΠLDL .
G

Completeness. For that the time-lock puzzle scheme HP is
linearly homomorphic, so if Z := L(pp, x∗ ; r∗ ) and Ze :=
L(pp, x̃; r̃), then
Z̃ + cZ = L(pp, x̃; r̃) + L(pp, cx∗ ; cr∗ )
= L(pp, x̃ + cx∗ ; r̃ + cr∗ )
= L(pp, cx ; cr ).
∗

∗

apparently holds. And similarly, if Y = g x , g cx = g x̃+cx =
∗
g x̃ + (g x )c = Ye · Y r also holds. So the verifier will accept
the proof.
Extractability. To prove that this ZK proof protocol meets
the extractability, we construct a knowledge extractor K as
follows. First, it invokes the prover oracle and challenges with
c = 1. Now K has cx := x̃+x and cr := r̃+r. Then it rewinds
the prover and challenges it with c = 0 to get c′x := x̃ and
c′r := r̃. Finally, K can extracts the knowledge of x and r by
evaluating x := cx − c′x and r = cr − c′r .
Zero-knowledge. To prove the zero-knowledge property,
we aims to simulate the view of the verifier, which can be
e cx , cr , r), where r is the randomness
represented as (Ye , Z,
used by it. We simulate its view by uniformly sampling cx ,
cr and c, then let Ye = g cx · Y −c and Ze = L(pp, cx ; cr ) − cZ.
Then we uniformly samples a randomness r and invokes the
e and the randomness r to obtain
verifier with input Ye and Z,
∗
its challenge c . We repeat this process until c∗ = c. Finally,
e cx , cr , r) as the simulation result.
we output (Ye , Z,
For that the running time of the verifier is bounded by τ ,
it cannot tell whether the secret x′ locked in Ze meets that
′
Ye = g x . So that its view is indistinguishable.
The protocol ΠLDL
can be converted into a non-interactive
G
ZK proof system with Fiat-Shamir heuristic [29] in the random
oracle model. Combined with the linearly homomorphic timelock puzzle scheme given by G. Malavolta et al.[44], we can
obtain a verifiable time-lock puzzle scheme VP, which meets
the security and correctness requirements.

C. Construction for Two-party Adaptor Signatures
In Figure. 11, we present the adaptor signature scheme
ASMLSAG,C for the MLSAG scheme and the circuit class
C = {ϕp,g,y }g,y∈Z∗p for some prime p, where ϕp,g,y (x) =
1 ⇔ g x ≡ y mod p.
We note that due to the particularity of linkable ring
signatures, the algorithms pS and pV take an auxiliary input z.
Supposing y = g w in ϕp,g,y , the auxiliary input z = H w (pk),
where H is the hash function used in the MLSAG scheme.

: parse pp = (G, g, q);

2

: I = H sk (pk);

3
4
5

$

S:

R:
$

$

αS ←
− Zq
PS := g αS
QS := H αS (pk)

αR ←
− Zq
PR := g αR
QR := H αR (pk)
PR , Q R

P = PS · PR · y
Q = QS · QR · z
c := h(m, P, Q)

pSpp,sk (m, pk, ϕp,g,y , z) :
1

AS

Θ⟨skMLSAG,C
(m, pk, ϕp,g,y , z):
S ,skR ⟩

s̃′ := αS − c · skS
IS = H skS (pk)
c, s̃′

α

α

: α←
− Zq , P̃ = g · y, Q̃ = H (pk) · z;

I := IS · H skR (pk)

: c = h(m, P̃ , Q̃), s̃ = α − c · sk;
: return σ̃ = (I, c, s̃).

s̃ := s̃′ + αR − c · skR
return σ̃ = (I, c, s̃)

pVpp,pk (m, σ̃, ϕp,g,y , z) :
1

: parse pp = (G, g, q), σ̃ = (I, c, s̃);

2

: P̃ = g s̃ · pkc · y;

3

: Q̃ = H(pk)s̃ · I c · z;

4

: else c′ = h(m, P̃ , Q̃);

5

: return (c′ == c).

App (π, σ̃, w) :
: parse σ̃ = (I, c, s̃);
: s = s̃ + w;
3 : return σ = (I, c, s).

Fig. 12. ΘASMLSAG,C protocol.
TABLE III
C OMMUNICATION COST IN THE DEPOSIT PHASE .
Step
Invoking VTLP
Invoking TPAS
Total

Sender to receiver
0
2λ
2λ

receiver to sender
5λ
3λ
8λ

1

2

Epp (π, σ̃, σ) :
1
2

: parse σ̃ = (I, c, s̃), σ = (I, c, s);
: return w = s − s̃.

Fig. 11. The adaptor signature scheme ASMLSAG,C .

The protocol ΘAS
MLSAG,C in Figure. 12 UC-securely realizes
the functionality in Figure. 7 for the ASMLSAG,C adaptor
signature scheme.
Similarly to the ASMLSAG,C .pS algorithm, this protocol has
an auxiliary common input z = H w (pk) where w is the
witness.
D. Performance Analysis
In this part, we briefly analyse the performance of our
implementation for ROSE.
In the deposit phase of ROSE, the communication mainly
occurs between the sender and the receiver. The communication cost in bits between the two parties in each step of ROSE
is shown in Table. III, where λ is the security parameter. In
this phase, the sender also publishes a transaction on the DLS
to store the deposit, which requires about λ + O(1) bits of
communication cost.

In the claim phase and the refund phase, the sender and
the receiver only needs to communicates with the DLS. The
communication cost in bits is shown in Table. IV. In the table,
we refer to the sender and receiver as S and R for short
respectively.
TABLE IV
C OMMUNICATION COST IN THE CLAIM AND REFUND PHASE .
Phase
Claim phase
Refund phase
Total

S to DLS
0
2λ + O(1)
2λ + O(1)

R to DLS
2λ + O(1)
0
2λ + O(1)

DLS to S
2λ + O(1)
0
2λ + O(1)

We also perform experiments to evaluate the computation
cost of our implementation for ROSE and results are presented
in the following. The protocol is implemented using C++
and the Crypto++ and CryptoTools libraries[23], [51] on the
Ubuntu OS. And the experiments are performed on a server
running the Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5122 CPU.
We first present the experimental results on the efficiency
of the VTLP scheme. We investigate time consumption of the
parameter generation algorithm P, the locking algorithm L, the
verification algorithm V and the unlocking algorithm U of the
VTLP scheme running under different security parameters and
hardness parameters, and the result is shown in Figure. 13.
From the results, we find that the hardness parameter mainly
influences the time consumption of the unlocking algorithm U.

This meets the requirement of our design. And for other three
algorithms, the hardness parameter has no apparent affect on
their running time. Their efficiency is quite satisfying under
all security parameters.
P
G
V
S

Sec Param = 256

Sender
Receiver

8
7
6
5
4

Sec Param = 512

3
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300

200

200
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100
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100
20000
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40000
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0
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50000

20000

30000

40000
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Then we show the time consumption of the pre-verification
algorithm of the adaptor signature scheme used in ROSE
in Figure. 14. We note that the adaptor algorithm and the
extractor algorithm are also used in ROSE, but their time
consumption is negligible under all security parameters, so
we omit them here.
2

1

192

256

Fig. 15. Time consumption of the sender and the receiver in the two-party presignature protocol under different security parameters. The x-axis represents
the security parameters, and the y-axis represents the time consumption in
milliseconds. The time consumption of the sender and receiver is represented
by the space between two lines.

Fig. 13. Time consumption of the four algorithms of the VTLP scheme running under different security parameters. In each graph, the x-axis represents
the hardness parameters, and the y-axis represents the time consumption in
milliseconds. The time consumption of each algorithm is represented by the
space between two lines.
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Fig. 14. Time consumption of verification algorithm of the adaptor signature
scheme running under different security parameters. The x-axis represents the
security parameters, and the y-axis represents the time consumption of the
algorithm in milliseconds.

We also investigate the respective running time of the
sender and receiver in the two-party pre-signature protocol.
The results are collected under different security parameters
and is shown in Figure. 15.
From all the above experimental results, we can find that the
cryptographic primitives used in ROSE is of high efficiency.
So applying ROSE to enable fairness with penalty in Monero
only brings little communication and computation overhead.
VI. R ELATED W ORKS
In this section, we discuss about some related works of this
paper.

Fairness in MPC has been studied by many works. Fair
MPC protocols for general functions with dishonest majority is
proven impossible in standard cryptographic model[21]. But it
is still possible to design fair MPC protocols for restricted class
of function [2], [33], [3], [60], or in restricted settings[10],
[22], [20]. Variant models of fairness are also be defined and
studied[9], [34], [35]. Bentov et al. study fairness with penalty,
and leverage DLSs to make automatic penalty practical without relying on any trusted third-part[11]. In the presence of
DLSs, Choudhuri et al. show that complete fairness can also
be enabled[19], but stronger assumptions (witness encryption
or trusted hardware) needs to be introduced.
Claim-or-refund functionality is first proposed by Bentov
et al. [11] to abstract the exact property required from the
DLSs to design fair MPC protocols. A prominent line of works
⋆
[11], [37], [40] shows that FCR
, along with standard cryptographic primitives, e.g. oblivious transfer (OT), is sufficient for
designing fair MPC protocols for general functions. While in
⋆
is realized by deploying smart contracts on
these works, FCR
DLSs relying on the scripting functionality. In this paper, we
⋆
propose the first construction to realize FCR
based on DLSs
without requiring any scripting functionality, which allows this
tool to be compatible with more DLSs.
One main advantage of ROSE over previous solutions is its
ability to enhance the privacy protection on the participants
and deposit amount for that it can realize fair MPC on
confidential DLSs, most of which do not provide scripting
functionalities. Some existing works, like [39] and [14],
present novel designs to enable scripting functionality on
confidential DLSs. They propose another approach to for
privacy protection in fair MPC protocols.
Our construction leverages recent advances in adaptor
signatures. This tool is applied by many works[5], [28], [55],
[25] for various “scriptless” applications in DLSs. We first
utilize this tool to enable fair MPC protocols for general
functions in a “scriptless” way.
Time-lock puzzles are also frequently used in DLS scenarios. [44] propose the first time-lock puzzle scheme providing
homomorphism, which greatly inspires our work. In [56],

Thyagarajan et al. define verifiable timed signatures and instantiate it for many celebrated digital signature schemes. Verifiable timed signatures enable one to lock a digital signature in
a time-lock puzzle and provide a publicly verifiable proof for
its validity, and can be used to enable fairness with penalty in
DLS without relying on the time-lock smarts contracts. In this
paper, we extend their definition and define verifiability for
general circuits. We also provide a concrete instantiation for
the discrete logarithm circuits and enable fairness with penalty
without relying on any scripting functionality, including the
time-lock smart contracts.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose ROSE to realize the claim-or⋆
refund functionality FCR
on DLSs. The main novelty of our
construction is that it does not require any scripting functionality from the underlying DLSs. It only requires that the users
of the underlying DLS can transfer digital currencies among
accounts represented by public keys of a digital signature
scheme. And digital currencies can be transferred from the
account pk to another one with a transaction signed by its
corresponding secret key. Besides, the signatures are broadcasted to all users of the DLS together with the transactions.
Furthermore, our result first shows that fair MPC protocols for
general functions can be realized without requiring scripting
functionality from DLSs.
Besides, we also present an efficient implementation of
ROSE on Monero, which is one of the most well-known confidential DLSs. We theoretically prove that our implementation
meets the security requirements and conduct experiments to
evaluate efficiency of our implementation. The experimental
results show that applying our implementation for ROSE to
enable fair MPC protocol in Monero only brings negligible
overhead in communication and computation.
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